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If you have read The House that Pinterest Built, Smart Spaces, The Alchemy of Things, or Elements of
Style you're going to love Perfect Imperfect. Wabi-sabi and new creative interior design expressions:
Perfect Imperfect is a stunning collection of homes and studios of creatives from all over the world,
with thought-provoking text by Karen McCartney and stunning visuals by Sharyn Cairns and Glen Proebstel.
Perfect Imperfect takes as its founding principle the Japanese concept of wabi-sabi. Wabi-Sabi advocates
the beauty to be found in imperfection, impermanence and the authentic. Importantly this is done without
losing sight of the benefits of living in the 21st century; where designers are merging digital
technology with the handmade, rethinking how to use space and accommodating the natural world. Creating
a new interior design vocabulary: As the collaborative process for creating Perfect Imperfect involved
working across continents, the authors created a list of words and phrases that define how to curate the
work they include in their stunning book. Their new interior design and interior decorating vocabulary
includes terms such as mutability, irregularity, unfinished and incomplete, void, the effects of
accident, unpretentious, simplicity, contrasts, and Leonard Koren's idea that 'beauty can be coaxed out
of ugliness'. The new words and phrases introduced by the authors define the book's visual sections: Spirit of Nature - Strange Beauty - Mark of Hand - Deep Shadow - Weathering & Decay - And, Incomplete
and Irregular A beautiful, inspirational decorative book: Perfect Imperfect is a celebration of
accident, curation, collection, hesitation, collaboration, reuse, reimagining and true originality. It
explores an established aesthetic in a new way and embraces current design objects alongside well-worn
ones; featuring interior settings that mix comfort, design and an off-beat beauty.
Pictorial biography traces the development of the style of the painter-sculptor with a study of works by
his contemporaries
John Derian Picture BookArtisan Books
Capture the delicate beauty of flora and fauna with this enchanting collection of stickers. Enjoy over a
thousand vintage drawings that encapsulate the majesty of a wild country garden. Detailed illustrations
of picturesque landscapes and gorgeous woodland portray the simple beauty of the great outdoors. This
luxuriously bound hardback book with decorative foil is the perfect gift for crafters, scrapbookers, and
those who enjoy beautiful imagery of the natural world. Use these beautiful stickers to decorate your
personal items or simply enjoy this book as an exquisite keepsake.
Weedless Gardening
John Derian Paper Goods: Everything Roses Notebooks
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John Derian Paper Goods: Color Studies 80-Page Notepad
Sketches, Paintings, and Illustrations
Perfect Imperfect
Extraordinary reference book of over 80 famous painters, their lives, their loves and their iconic paintings. This art book
includes insightful biographies of artists accompanied with remarkable reproductions of their famous artworks. Begin
with the early Renaissance and follow art movements through the centuries to some of the most well-known artists alive
today. A gorgeous exploration of the defining people of the art world including pioneers like Giotto and Jan van Eyck, the
greats like Leonardo da Vinci and Raphael, and the visionaries like Frida Kahlo and Hokusai. The large format art book is
overflowing with information and pictures of your favorite classics. The full-page prints are especially spectacular,
allowing you to get the full effect of the work that inspired, defined and encapsulated art movements. Over 500 years of
the craft is discussed, with the chapters organized by century starting with "Before 1500” and ending with “1945 –
Present.” Each chapter features the relevant painters of those years with its own directory. Read about the historical
context of art movements in sections which include timelines and fact panels giving incredible insight into the art world,
the past lives of artists and their visions and techniques. Discover the unconventional stories of the artists' lives, including
their influences, developments, friendships, loves and rivalries. Read about the portraits that Holbein did for Henry VIII to
play matchmaker, Caravaggio's astonishing reaction to a badly cooked artichoke and the many romantic affairs of Picasso.
Sometimes scandalous and often tumultuous, the lives of artists like Raphael, Hogarth, van Gogh, O'Keeffe, Magritte,
Warhol and Kiefer are as interesting and captivating as their work. The Artists Behind the Paint Brushes A beautiful coffee
table book that would make a lovely gift for those interested in art history and artist biographies, or to browse the
attractive reproductions of the famous artworks. Includes a foreword by Ross King, who is the author of the bestselling
Brunelleschi's Dome and Michelangelo and the Pope's Ceiling, as well as the novels Ex-Libris and Domino. • Over 80
biographies of the standout artists over the centuries since the early Renaissance. • Beautiful reproductions of artworks
that allow you to get up close to their brush strokes. • Insight into historical art themes and movements that influenced
the periods.
Whether you live in a bustling home where a family of different ages with varying tastes and interests needs to be
accommodated, in a compact city pied Ã terre, or in a country or seaside retreat, you will find inspiration here for your
ideal living space.Â There are four chapters on different areas of the houseâ€”Cook and Eat features kitchens and dining
areas, Relax and Socialize covers living rooms, Work and Create includes home offices and studios, and Sleep and Bathe,
of course, shows bedrooms and bathrooms. A final chapter, Store and Display, shows how different areas of the home can
be used to show off your treasures and store your collections. Each chapter features rooms of different stylesâ€”from
sleek and minimal, to Aladdin's caves belonging to collectors of anything and everything, thrifty chic-style rooms furnished
with second-hand buys, and renovated homes with no expense sparedâ€”as well as displays featuring designer items
alongside inherited family heirlooms. However, the one thing every room has in common, whatever its style or purpose, is
that it has been furnished and decorated with great attention to detail.
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Named one of Vogue’s 27 Stupendous Stocking Stuffer Ideas What nourishes you?A crisp fall apple? A luscious
strawberry? Here’s a pad with patterns of antique floral prints perfect for jotting down lists, ideas, and important notes
with delicious style. 80 easy tear-off pages 4 different designs repeat throughout
Published to coincide with the 150th anniversary of Beatrix Potter's birth, this magnificent collection celebrates the artist
behind The Tale of Peter Rabbit and numerous other beloved children's books. Brimming with famous images and rarely
seen gems—ranging from character sketches and notebook pages to watercolor landscapes and natural history
illustrations—this monograph explores Potter's artistic process and reveals the places that inspired her timeless work.
Organized geographically and featuring more than 200 images from the artist's oeuvre, The Art of Beatrix Potter includes
illuminating essays by Potter scholar Linda Lear, illustration historian Steven Heller, and children's book illustrator
Eleanor Taylor. It is the definitive volume on one of the world's most influential authors, a woman whose artistry, until
now, has not been fully celebrated.
The Art of Nathalie Lété
Nests of Creatives
1,000 Places To See Before You Die 2019 Calendar
Every Day Is Epic
Vogue: The Covers
PICTURE-A-DAY

A beautiful notepad with colorful style—perfect for lists, ideas, and important notes Includes: 80 easy tear-off pages 4 different
designs repeat throughout What delights you? A vibrant red? A mysterious blue? Here’s a pad with patterns of nineteenth- and
twentieth-century artists’ studies perfect for jotting down lists, ideas, and important notes with colorful style.
A collection of essential quotations from the renowned fashion designer, DJ, and stylist Abloh-isms is a collection of essential
quotations from American fashion designer, DJ, and stylist Virgil Abloh, who was a major creative figure in the worlds of pop
culture and art. Abloh began his career as Kanye West’s creative director before founding the luxury streetwear label Off-White and
becoming artistic director for Louis Vuitton, making Abloh the first American of African descent to hold that title at a French fashion
house. Defying categorization, Abloh’s work has been the subject of solo exhibitions at museums and galleries, most notably in a
major retrospective at the Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago. Gathered from interviews and other sources, this selection of
compelling and memorable quotations from the designer reveals his thoughts on a wide range of subjects, including creativity,
passion, innovation, race, and what it means to be an artist of his generation. Lively and thought-provoking, these quotes reflect
Abloh’s unique perspective as a trailblazer in his fields. Select quotations from the book: “I believe that coincidence is key, but
coincidence is energies coming towards each other. You have to be moving to meet it.” “Life is collaboration. Where I think art can
be sort of misguided is that it propagates this idea of itself as a solo love affair—one person, one idea, no one else involved.” “Black
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influence has created a new ecosystem, which can grow and support different types of life that we couldn’t before."
Who are the American Originals? They are photographer William Abranowicz's pantheon of extraordinary subjects--painters, poets,
rock stars, designers, tastemakers, politicians, performers--for whom the home represents the ultimate canvas of self-expression. In
every one of the more than 250 photographs, most never before published, Abranowicz's classical sensibility for light, form, and
composition mingles with his innate curiosity and sense of humor, producing stunning, unconventional portraits of these living spaces
and workplaces. The text recounts Abranowicz's personal interactions with his subjects and their homes. American Originals is sure
to be an essential source of inspiration not only for interior design but also for ways of living authentically and creatively in the
modern world.
What inspires you?A rose in full bloom, the bright faces of pansies as you kneel in the garden? Or lovely old books and illustrations
from naturalists who set out to record the world? John Derian is an artist and designer whose work with printed images of the past
transports the viewer to another time and place. Take the journey with him, in this notepad perfect for lists, reminders, and to-dos. 80
easy tear-off pages 4 different designs repeat throughout
The World of Matisse, 1869-1954
The Art of Beatrix Potter
A Guided Journal for Daydreams, Creative Rants, and Bright Ideas
John Derian Paper Goods: Color Studies Notebooks
Inspiring ideas for beautiful living
Once Upon A Time
New York Times Bestseller Named one of the Best Gift Books of the Year by Entertainment Weekly, InStyle, House
Beautiful, T: The New York Times Style Magazine, Better Homes & Gardens, Luxe Interiors + Design, People
StyleWatch, Garden & Gun, The Los Angeles Times, The Chicago Tribune, New York Magazine, and more John
Derian’s home goods empire reaches far and wide—in addition to the four John Derian stores he owns in New York and
Massachussetts, his products are sold by more than 600 retailers worldwide, including Neiman Marcus, ABC, and
Gump’s in the United States; Conran and Liberty in the UK; and Astier de Villatte in Paris. It all started with his nowiconic collectible plates decoupaged with 19th-century artwork sourced from old and rare books, a process that credited
him with elevating the decoupage technique into fine art. Over the past 25 years, the brand has expanded greatly to
include home and general design gifts and products. Now, for the first time ever, comes the book John Derian fans have
been waiting for. Culled from the thousands of images that have appeared in his biannual collections, here is an
astoundingly beautiful assortment of nearly 300 full-bleed images in their original form. From intensely colored flowers
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and birds to curious portraits, hand-drawn letters, and breathtaking landscapes, the best of John Derian is here. The
result is an oversized object of desire, a work of art in and of itself, that brilliantly walks the line between commerce and
art, and that is destined to become the gift book of the season.
John Derian Sticker Book, from revered designer John Derian, offers a curated collection of over 500 stickers that allow
adults and children to add a touch of beauty to any surface with these beautiful images of blooming flowers, charming
critters, and darling forest animals. John Derian first caught the eye of tastemakers and design gurus with his now iconic
collectible plates, decoupaged with 19th-century artwork sourced from old and rare books. Derian’s home goods empire
has since grown to global recognition, including the New York Times bestseller John Derian Picture Book, which perfectly
captures the artist’s unique and timeless eye.
Christophe Pourny learned the art of furniture restoration in his father’s atelier in the South of France. In this, his first
book, he teaches readers everything they need to know about the provenance and history of furniture, as well as how to
restore, update, and care for their furniture—from antiques to midcentury pieces, family heirlooms or funky flea-market
finds. The heart of the book is an overview of Pourny’s favorite techniques—ceruse, vernis anglais,and water gilding,
among many others—with full-color step-by-step photographs to ensure that readers can easily replicate each refinishing
technique at home. Pourny brings these techniques to life with a chapter devoted to real-world refinishing projects, from a
veneered table to an ebonized desk, a gilt frame to a painted northern European hutch. Rounding out this comprehensive
guide is care and maintenance information, including how to properly clean leather, polish hardware, fix a broken leg, and
replace felt pads, as well as recipes to make your own wax, shellac, varnish, stain, and more.
What delights you? A vibrant red? A mysterious blue? Color studies capture that place where ground mineral meets
water and light, imagination meets science, and the painter has an aha moment. John Derian is an artist and designer
whose work with printed images of the past transports the viewer to another time and place. Take the journey with him, in
this set of notebooks perfect for recording thoughts, impressions, lists, and drawings. 3 blank, unruled notebooks 6
unique front and back cover illustrations 64 pages each
Their Lives and Works
John Derian Sticker Book
The Antiquarian Sticker Book
An Illustrated Compendium of Adhesive Ephemera
The Creative Home
John Derian Paper Goods: In the Garden Notebooks
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What nourishes you? A carrot pulled fresh from the garden? A perfect quince? Or simply feeding that timeless human curiosity
about what is really out there in the world? John Derian is an artist and designer whose work with printed images of the past
transports the viewer to another time and place. Take the journey with him, in this set of notebooks perfect for recording thoughts,
impressions, lists, and drawings—or keeping a food diary, planning meals, and writing down favorite recipes. 3 blank, unruled
notebooks 6 unique front and back cover illustrations 64 pages each
In-depth research based mainly on the unpublished materials coming from the Venini Historical Archive. The protagonist of Murano
glass in the twentieth-century, Paolo Venini (1895-1959), with his passionate activity spanning almost forty years, made a decisive
contribution to the vitality of the art of glass, achieving extraordinary results soon recognized internationally. A native of Milan and
a former partner in the Cappellin Venini firm, in 1925 he founded the V.S.M. Venini & C. glassworks with Napoleone Martinuzzi and
Francesco Zecchin as partners, from whom he separated in 1932. Becoming president of the company, he worked untiringly as the
undisputed director and manager of the Venini firm up to his death, which occurred in 1959. In defining the catalogue of the
glassworks, he also contributed as the inventor of new series of glass pieces in the mid-1930s, but in particular during the 1950s.
For the greater part of the three hundred models in this volume, Paolo Venini had recourse to the traditional Murano techniques, of
which he gave a refined and innovative interpretation. The volume also documents the contribution of the artists who worked with
him intermittently between the 1930s and the 1950s. Two hundred and fifty glass pieces tell the story of collaborations with Tyra
Lundgren, Gio Ponti, Piero Fornasetti, Eug�ne Berman, and Riccardo Licata, but also the Americans Ken Scott and Charles Lin
Tissot. To them must be added the architects Massimo Vignelli and Tobia Scarpa, and the Norwegian designer Grete Korsmo.
John Derian--the world-famous and beloved home goods designer and New York Times bestselling author--adds an Easter-themed
puzzle to his collection.
This richly illustrated book takes the reader deep into lake country to reveal the essence of lake house and summer cottage style.
Spectacular photographs and insightful essays capture the best of 100 revered homes.
A Living Space
The Botanist's Sticker Anthology
John Derian Picture Book
The Furniture Bible
Basquiat
Recipes for Small Gatherings

The first book by beloved and prolific French artist Nathalie Lété, whose work is sold at
Anthropologie, Astier de Villatte, and numerous other upscale homeware stores worldwide.
From the streets of New York to the walls of its most prominent galleries, follow the short, prolific,
and politicized career of Jean-Michel Basquiat, a cult figure of artistic social commentary. This
introduction explores how the young trailblazer drew from inspirations as varied as Greek, Roman,
and African art, along with French poetry and...
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A gorgeous volume celebrating the personal styles of dynamic creatives, revealing how inspirations
translate to the canvas that is home. It is said that a house is a place to dwell, but a home is a space of
creation and inspiration. The Inspired Home opens the doors to masterful spaces of celebrated
musicians, stylists, writers, producers, designers, and tastemakers. With styles that vary from
bohemian modern to beach chic, each space artfully reflects how to live well among one's passions
and histories. The immaculate, mostly glass home of Athena and Victor Calderone in Amagansett, New
York, is an inviting sanctuary; musician Moby's historical Hollywood Hills mansion is a collection of
mid-century modern pieces and quirky collections; and Danish fashion designer Mads and Cecilie
Norgaard's houseboat on the Baltic Sea is a haven of art, books, and gorgeous light. Homes from Italy,
Los Angeles, New York, Copenhagen, and beyond leave the reader thoroughly inspired to live with
what you love creatively. Exquisitely photographed, this vivid book is a must for anyone who loves
sophisticated and whimsical living and artful interiors.
John Derian is an artist and designer whose work with printed images of the past transports the
viewer to another time and place. Take the journey with him, in this notepad perfect for jotting down
lists, ideas, and important notes with colorful style. 80 easy tear-off pages 4 different designs repeat
throughout
John Derian Paper Goods: Object Lessons Notebooks
Artists
Paolo Venini and His Furnace
John Derian Paper Goods: Heavenly Bodies Notebooks
Everything You Need to Know to Identify, Restore & Care for Furniture
In the Garden of My Dreams
This volume shows Aarons influential photographs of the international elite in their exclusive
playgrounds during the jet-set decades of the 1950s, 60s and 70s.
A new farm home blending modern lines and materials with French antiques. When Brooke and Steve
Giannetti decided to leave their suburban Santa Monica home to build a new life on a farm, they
looked into themselves, and traveled to Belgium and France, for inspiration. Brooke’s inviting
prose combines with 200 photographs and Steve’s architectural drawings to show their
inspirations, their materials selections, and the enviable result of their team effort and
creativity: an idyllic farm in California’s Ojai Valley. We see every corner of the family home,
guesthouse, lush gardens, and delightful animal quarters. Steve Giannetti is a renowned
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architect, and Brooke is an interior decorator and writer of the design blog Velvet and Linen.
They also own Giannetti Home, a store that sells furniture and products for the home in their
signature Patina style. The couple’s work has been featured in the Veranda, Coastal Living, Good
Housekeeping, the New York Times. They are the authors of Patina Style.
Presents an innovative, organic approach to weed-free vegetable and flower gardening that is
designed to protect the soil, enhance plant health, reduce the need for watering, and cuts down
on labor. Original.
It’s your life, in your own words. In this one-year guided journal from artist Mary Kate
McDevitt, every entry sparks creativity and self-reflection with inspiring prompts, upbeat
affirmations, and interactive doodles. Chronicle big plans and budding ideas. Jot down daydreams
or forecast your mood. Rate the day’s accomplishments: major, minor, or meh? With quirky humor
and vibrant illustrations, every page is a celebration of the adventures, discoveries, and joys
that make your life uniquely epic.
Abloh-isms
John Derian Paper Goods: Easter Greeting 1,000-Piece Puzzle
John Derian Paper Goods: Kitchen Delights 80-Page Notepad
Patina Farm
The Bees, Birds & Butterflies Sticker Anthology
Frida Kahlo, 1907-1954
"An illustrated history of the iconic fashion magazine's cover, this book chronicles over 100 years of
the images that have influenced past and present style"-John Derian is an artist and designer whose work with printed images of the past transports the viewer
to another time and place. Take the journey with him, in this set of notebooks perfect for recording
thoughts, impressions, lists, and drawings. 3 blank, unruled notebooks 6 unique front and back cover
illustrations 64 pages each
Inspiring interiors that have a personal, handcrafted feel. This lavishly photographed interiors book
shows how to leave behind design "rules" to create truly beautiful, original interiors. For more than
twenty years, Kit Kemp has been at the forefront of the international design community, with her
signature style that mixes contemporary elements with antiques and junk-shop finds, luxurious fabrics
with printed wallpapers, and hand-finished detailing with collections of simple objects that create
impact. She avoids taking design too seriously, playing with scale, color and pattern to create very
personal, handcrafted spaces. Alongside the stunning images of room sets and detailed close-ups will be
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the inspiration behind Kit’s work and her tips for creating your own version of her style at home.
Interiors are meant for living in, and the key is to create a space that is comfortable and beautiful
and reflects who you really are.
What inspires you? A rose in full bloom, the bright faces of pansies as you kneel in the garden? Or
lovely old books and illustrations from naturalists who set out to record the world? John Derian is an
artist and designer whose work with printed images of the past transports the viewer to another time
and place. Take the journey with him, in this set of notebooks perfect for recording thoughts,
impressions, lists, and drawings. 3 blank, unruled notebooks 6 unique front and back cover
illustrations 64 pages each
The Inspired Home
John Derian Paper Goods: Everything Roses Notepad
Slim Aarons
The beauty of accident, age & patina
John Derian Paper Goods: Kitchen Delights Notebooks
John Derian Paper Goods: Heavenly Bodies Notepad
An account of the noted Mexican painter's difficult and tumultuous personal and professional life accompanies some of her most notable paintings.
Kinfolk magazine—launched to great acclaim and instant buzz in 2011—is a quarterly journal about understated, unfussy entertaining. The journal has
captured the imagination of readers nationwide, with content and an aesthetic that reflect a desire to go back to simpler times; to take a break from our busy
lives; to build a community around a shared sensibility; and to foster the endless and energizing magic that results from sharing a meal with good friends.
Now there’s The Kinfolk Table, a cookbook from the creators of the magazine, with profiles of 45 tastemakers who are cooking and entertaining in a way
that is beautiful, uncomplicated, and inexpensive. Each of these home cooks—artisans, bloggers, chefs, writers, bakers, crafters—has provided one to three
of the recipes they most love to share with others, whether they be simple breakfasts for two, one-pot dinners for six, or a perfectly composed sandwich for a
solo picnic.
John Derian Paper Goods: In the Garden 80-Page Notepad
Lake Houses
The Kinfolk Table
American Originals
Pain and Passion
John Derian Paper Goods: The Library Notepad
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